


Clowning around

Day 1

Mr Whoops is in a real muddle 
with his juggling. Can you help 
him to make as many real words 
as possible using the sounds inside 
his juggling balls?

Every word must contain the 
sound inside Mr Whoops’ special 
pink juggling ball. 

How many real words can you 
make? 

Phonics Focus – ‘igh’ sound
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Clowning around Answers

How many real words did you make?
Did you make any of these words… 

Phonics Focus – ‘igh’ soundDay 1

s + = sigh

= nightt++n

= higherer++h
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Day 2

Look carefully at these pictures. 
Can you find something with
these sounds in?

Phonics Focus – ‘ur’, ‘ow’ and ‘oi’ sounds 

I Spy with My Little Eye

burger

owl

coin

Answers



Day 3

Spin the dizzy spinner and then add the letters you land on, into the gap 
to create a new word. Did you create a real or a nonsense word? 

Phonics Focus – Phase 4 Consonant Clusters

Dizzy Word Spinner

Now, use one of the real words you have made in a sentence?

nt

lf

st

mplp

nd

she_ we_

la_

gu_

shri_

be_



Day 3

When I span the dizzy spinner, I got the letters ‘st’. I made these words:

Phonics Focus – Phase 4 Consonant Clusters

Dizzy Word Spinner –
Possible Answers

I used the word ‘last’ to write the sentence:
I played with my friend last night.

nt

lf

st

mplp

nd

Real     Nonsense

west     shest

last      shrist

gust

best   



Day 4

Look at these pictures. Can you pair them up to create words and try to 
spell them on your whiteboard?

Phonics Focus – Compound Words

Word Match-Up

For example: + = lunchbox



Day 4

Did you match them up correctly? 

Phonics Focus – Compound Words

Word Match-Up

foot + ball = football

pan + cake = pancake

rain + coat = raincoat

star + fish = starfish

butter + fly = butterfly



Day 5

Read all three words. Which of these is an alien word? 
Can you zap the alien word with your laser zapper? 

Phonics Focus: Phase 5 Real and Nonsense Words

Zap the Alien!

shring

wheeltwister



Day 5

Read all three words. Which of these is an alien word? 
Can you zap the alien word with your laser zapper? 

Phonics Focus: Phase 5 Real and Nonsense Words

Zap the Alien!

toenail

phauntplate



Day 5

Read all three words. Which of these is an alien word? 
Can you zap the alien word with your laser zapper? 

Phonics Focus: Phase 5 Real and Nonsense Words

Zap the Alien!

chimney

first

strozz



Day 5

Read all three words. Which of these is an alien word? 
Can you zap the alien word with your laser zapper? 

Phonics Focus: Phase 5 Real and Nonsense Words

Zap the Alien!

guimp

sawdustpound




